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Clear Milestones
•
•
•
•
•

Development of Digital technology
Approach to End of Life care
Flu vaccination programme
Review of business continuity plans
Mental Health winter plans and confirmed
schemes
• Investment in Voluntary and Community
Sector services to support winter planning
• Attendance a winter planning workshop

System wide approach
• Integrated Care System approach to the
use of mental health beds including
Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit
• Working at place to support discharge
planning
• System wide approach to workforce
• Secondary care pathway developments
• Use of Nightingale hospitals
• Multi agency discharge teams

Place Based Approach
• Communication approach - launch of
winter campaign
• Wellbeing offers for staff – including team
time
• Flu vaccination programme
• Preparation COVID 19 vaccination
programme
• Strategic Discharge Planning

System Patient Flow Governance
Health & Care Gold Meeting
Wednesdays at 1pm
(System CEOs – Chaired by Helen Hirst)

•
•
•
•
•

CEO awareness of system performance
Escalation issues to / from H&C Silver
Discussion of national / ICS requirements
Commissions strategic system work to rectify
issues / ensure capacity
Agree allocation of system resources

Health & Care Silver Meeting

Strategic Hospital Discharge Group
As and When / Task & Finish
(System Leaders – Chaired by TBC)

•
•
•
•

Agree system capacity planning for winter
Ensure reporting systems are adequate between partners
Design of different system pathways to meet demand
Propose allocation of resources for system agreement

Thursdays at 12.30pm
(System COOs – Co-Chairs Nancy O’Neil / Iain MacBeath)

•
•
•

Wide system awareness of any issues
Escalation issues from organisations / Gold
Commissions strategic system work to rectify
issues

System Ops Meetings
Twice Weekly (System Ops Managers)
•
•
•

CEO awareness of system performance
Escalation issues from H&C Silver
Detailed

For discussion at Gold:
1. Agreement that Winter Plan is the
right document to contain our
escalation processes
2. Formally commission work on live
high level data reporting on system
performance / adherence to national
discharge policy pathways %s.
3. Agree to restart the Strategic
Hospital Discharge Group on an adhoc basis – with terms of reference
as above – and agree a Chair.
4. Acknowledge system discussion
about different preventative and
discharge pathways for use during
periods of winter plan escalation.

Conclusions
• Important to balance staff welfare,
demand management alongside
COVID19
• System approach to management of
services – including Wakefield
• Visibility within ICS and place

